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Best deals for cyber monday

Welcome to our home for comprehensive Cyber Monday deal coverage, brought to you by kinja deals team! We will update this as new offers go live, so bookmark this page and follow us on Twitter for the latest updates! For the best deals on gaming gear and lifestyle products like apparel and cosmetics, head over to our dedicated roundup posts. Welcome to our home for comprehensive Cyber Monday deal coverage, brought to you
by Kinja Deals Read moreWelcome to our home for comprehensive Cyber Monday lifestyle deal coverage, brought to you by... Read moreIf you're curious about Amazon Dash buttons, there's never been a better time to try one out. Today only, you can grab a button of your choice for only $1 each, down from the usual $5 with promo code CYBERDASH. Plus, you'll still get a $5 Amazon credit the first time you use it, which means they
literally pay you to buy household essentials. Sony MDRXB650BT/B On-Ear Bluetooth Headphones, $68 | Over-Ears, $88Sony's $88 Bluetooth over-ear headphones have been among the most popular items of Deals Week, but now, the smaller on-ear version is down to an all-time low of $68. Whichever option you prefer, there has never been a better time to cut the cord. G/O Media can get a commission $691789 purchased by
readersG/O Media can get a commission2917 purchased by readersJBL Charge 2+, $80 | More colors available. We love USB battery packs and we love Bluetooth speakers, so you can only imagine how we feel about the splashy JBL Charge 2+, which combines both into a single product. Today only you can pick one up for an all-tim elow $80 in four different colors. It even includes a social mode that allows you to connect up to
three Bluetooth devices at once and takes turns playing songs. G/O Media can get a commission25-40% off Kindle UnlimitedKindle Unlimited is basically Netflix for ebooks and audiobooks, and Amazon takes 25-40% off the list price, with bigger discounts on longer subscription lengths. Amazon's Kindle service is easily the leader in digital book sales, and today Amazon takes it to Read MoreEven if this isn't your thing, it's a great gift
idea for the reader in your life. Simply click the This is a Gift button, you can select the date on which it will be delivered. Kindle Cyber Monday SaleEvery week or so, Amazon will put maybe a few dozen Kindle books into a single category for sale for a few bucks each. But it's not just any day; It's Cyber Monday! So they pull all the sails with big discounts on over 400 titles, running the gamut from memories to mystery to self-help, and
everything in between. The full list is a little tricky, but you can sort by genre using the sidebar tools on the left side of the page. If you need some ideas to get started, we've added some of the most popular titles but head over to Amazon to see the rest. G/O Media can get a commission $10G/O Media can get a commission $12G/O Media can get a commission $10G/O Media can get a commission $6G/O O can get a commission
$3G/O Media can get a commission $10You can read these books on any device that supports the Kindle app, but they are best enjoyed on actual Kindle e-readers, and Kindle, Kindle Paperwhite, and Kindle Voyage are still for sale. Delta 75152 Shower head, $17 Shower head that came pre-installed in your home or apartment is probably terrible, but if you don't have the money to upgrade it to a Delta In2ition, the Delta 75152 is a
great option at an all-time low of $17.Delta's In2ition Two-In-One line of flexible, practical, feature-rich shower heads washed away... Read moreA from a single switch that switches between 1.75 and 1 gallon per minute, this shower head has no notable features to talk about. But I can tell you from many years of experience that its water cover is beyond excellent. Each of the four valves uses Delta's H2Okinetic system to excite the
water and create a full, perfectly scattered wall of water, rather than four individual streams. It's a difficult feeling to describe, but I definitely recommend that you try it yourself. G/O Media can get a commission $2118477 purchased by readersBurt's Bees is at the top of my list for when it comes to natural skin care products. Cut this 20% off coupon from Amazon, sign up for Subscribe &amp; Save (you can always cancel it), grab this
kit full of travel-size products for just $8. Or use the same coupon without Subscribe &amp; save to get another, bigger kit for $20.Here's what each kit has:Burt's Bees Fabulous Mini's Travel SetHydration Cream CleanserIntensive Hydration Day LotionSoap Bark &amp; Chamomile Deep Cleansing CreamNaturally Nutritious Milk &amp; Honey Body LotionCoconut Foot Cream and Shea Butter Hand Repair CreamG/O Media can get a
commission $8Burt's Bees Classics Gift SetLemon Butter Cuticle CreamHand SalveBeeswax Lip BalmRes-Q OintmentShea Hand Butter Repair Cream and Coconut Foot CreamG/O Media can get a commission $20Pioneer Gold Speaker Gold BoxReady to build a surround sound system, and don't want to take the easy way out? Amazon is deeply discounting a selection of Pioneer speakers in today's Gold Box. You can buy the
pieces you need individually, or choose bundles (but note that you don't actually save anything extra by bundling), just remember that you'll need an AV receiver to run these. Vizio's 5.1 channel soundline systems are the simplest way to add surround sound to any home... Read moreG/O Media can get a commissionG/O Media can get a commission $90G/O Media can get a commission $100G/O Media can get a commission
$70Vantrue popular dash cams are back on sale and this time, you get to choose from a whopping five different models. If a picture is worth a thousand words, video of the incredibly stupid things you see on the road Read moreEe about $60 N1 has essential features like 1080p recording, motion-detecting parking mode, and a G-sensor to store your data after a but each step up the line you get improved optics (wider viewing angles,
viewing angles, f-stop, higher resolution), and top-of-the-line N2 actually has another rear-facing lens as well. Even if you already have one, these all make great gift ideas for anyone with a car, so be sure to take advantage of these Cyber Monday promo codes before driving off into the sunset. G/O Media can get a commission $60From amazonUse code VANTRUN1G/O Media can get a commission $80From amazonUse code
VANTRUX1G/O Media can get a commission $90From amazonUse code VANTRUR2G/O Media can get a commission $120From amazon Using code VANTRUX2G/O Media can get a commission $126From amazonUs code VANTRUN2Discount Tire Cyber Monday DiscountsIf your tires are around due to a replacement, Discount Tire Direct offers up to $100 in Visa gift card discounts (in addition to any manufacturer discounts)
when you order four new tires, plus an extra $100, if you order wheels as well. Simply enter your make and model, click on the options to view decks on promotion and you will see the discount amount (either $25, $75 or $100) on the right side. Hasbro Cyber Monday DealsToday only, Amazon's offers big discounts on over a dozen Nerf guns and accessories, plus other toys like Furby Connect and Play-Doh. So what are you still doing
here? G/O Media can get a commissionG/O Media can get a commission $20G/O Media can get a commission $11G/O Media can get a commission $18G/O Media can get a commission $16Eufy String Lights, $7Anker's home goods brand, Eufy, put its new set of copper string lights back on sale today for an all-time low of $7. Unlike last week's Black Friday sale, this set doesn't include a remote control, but it's also $4 cheaper, and
is a fine option for indoor or outdoor holiday decorating. G/O Media can get a commission $711802 bought by readersAmazon Cyber Monday Acer SaleOne of Amazon's biggest Cyber Monday sales focusing on Acer products, and while it includes several desktops marked down to all-time low prices, the highlights for most people will be $130 Chromebook and a 24 IPS screen for $90.The $130 Chromebook is hampered by 2GB of
RAM, but it includes a full size 13, 1080p screen, making it perfect for watching movies and getting light work done on the go.$90 would be a great price for any 24 1080p screen, but it's basically unheard of for an IPS screen that produces more vivid colors, and far better viewing angles than you'd get from most sub-$100 screens. G/O Media can get a commission $130Your next USB battery pack should probably include USB-C, and
RAVPower's put two different options on sale for Cyber Monday.The great thing about smartphones is that you can charge any of them over USB with whatever cable... Read moreThe smaller, 20,100 mAh model is actually the more expensive of the two, and includes Quick Charge 3.0 input and output, plus a QC 3.0 wall charger so you can refill it faster. Its USB-C port though maxes out at 12A though, which is fine for a phone but
would be very to a laptop. G/O Media can get a commission $56From amazonUse amazonUse 62JKWMYIThe larger, 26,800 mAh option ditches Quick Charge 3.0 compatibility, but its USB-C port can output up to 30W, meaning it could charge a 12 MacBook at full speed. Plus, it's $6 cheaper than its smaller sibling. G/O Media can get a commission $50From amazonUs code UJNPVP772507 bought by readersCrucial MX300
525GB SSD, $100SSDs are obviously great upgrades to PCs with spinning hard drives, but it's also really easy and cheap to make one for a high performance external drive. Crucial's MX300 525GB SSD is marked down to $100 today, an all-time low. External hard drives are ubiquitous, cheap and great for backing up your files. But if you have ever Read moreG/O Media can get a commission $1001280 bought by readersThe 750GB
version of this SSD was available for the same price on Black Friday too, what seemed like 10 seconds, but it was such a deviation, it shouldn't deter you from this deal.NETGEAR Networking Gold BoxIf your home network is still based on older 802.11n technology, if you're still paying a modem rental fee to your ISP, or if you're tired of dealing with wireless dead zones, there's a Cyber Monday deal just for you today. Inside, you'll find
over a dozen NETGEAR products, including routers, modems, range extenders, powerline kits, and Ethernet switches, all marked down to big low prices. The standout product here is probably the Nighthawk R6700 for an all-time low of $88, and as in this writing also has a $20 coupon available on the side, although that may be a mistake. If you want to clean up a wireless death zone in your home without spending a ton of cash,
you'd have a hard time finding a range extender for less than $24, especially one with over 14,000 mostly positive reviews. G/O Media can get a commission $302901 bought by readersIt's just scratching the surface itself, so head over to Amazon to see the rest of the deals. Aylio Comfort Foam Cushion, $24Syd kills you, but if a standing desk isn't an option, this discounted foam pillow can at least take some of the load off your lower
back. To sit is to kill you. Numerous studies have pointed to the health risks of sitting throughout the day, but... Read moreAylio's orthopedic pillow is designed to take pressure on your tailbone while sitting, easing lower back pain and numbness. If you'd like to hear from people who've actually used it, just scroll down to the user reviews, where it carries a 4.4-star average from nearly 10,000 customers. Today's $24 price is $6 less than
normal, and an all-time low. I wish I'd had one over the last week. G/O Media can get a commission $243,213 bought by readersUp for 50% Under Armour Outlet stylesWhat is a better way to get a head start on New Year resolutions than getting one up to 50% Under Armour Outlet styles, plus free on everything? Not much, because this sale is full of pretty much every style you can think of, from the classic Under Armour long sleeves
to training shoes to their ColdGear, perfect for outside in recent months. PUMA: Extra 30% your entire purchase with CYBERMONDAY16With an extra 30% full purchase when you use the code CYBERMONDAY16, you can score two pairs of sneakers for the price of one. Just add the code and watch the numbers drop. But you better hurry up, this sale is a one-day only kinda thing. NordicTrack Cyber Monday SaleIt is hard working
up energy to go out and hit the gym or run in the neighborhood, especially now that it is getting colder. If you have space, you should definitely invest in a piece of this discounted NordicTrack equipment, on sale today only. Choose from an elliptical, treadmill, a rower and a stationary bike, and work better. G/O Media can get a commission $691G/O Media can get a commissionG/O Media can get a commission $1.3KUpdate: Sold out,
but Best Buy has a 43 Sharp TV with Roku for $180.A 40 TV may be a little small for your home theater, but it could be perfect for a bedroom, kitchen, or garage, and Amazon's kicking off Cyber Monday with a 1080p Sony for a measly $150.Moto Z 64GB Unlocked, $500But not perfect, Moto Z is pretty unique in its ability to boost its capabilities via Moto Mods, and you can get started with the handset for $500 unlocked on Amazon
today as part of a Cyber Monday promotion. It's been almost ten years since Apple got crazy with a small plate of glass and metal that begged to Read MoreIt's still not a cheap phone, but the $200 you've saved can go towardss like hasselblad camera attachment, Moto Insta-Share projector, or JBL SoundBoost speaker mod. G/O Media can get a commission $500Boogie board, $14I didn't know it was possible to improve the
handheld white board, but the Boogie Board could have done it. This $14 gadget includes a stylus to pull on its LCD screen, and will keep its image indefinitely without power until you press the delete button, and of course the pen will never dry out. G/O Media can get a commission $25.4414 purchased by readersCyber Monday Golf SaleNeed a gift idea for the golfer in your life? Amazon's Cyber Monday golf sales include clubs,
rangefinders, backyard driving range nets, and more, all marked down at big low prices. These deals are only available today though, so don't miss your tee time. Up to 50% off Tumi Vapor Lite LuggageNormally, Tumi luggage will drive you into the $500s and even more. But with Amazon's sales, you can get your own Tumi continue or packing case for hundreds off list price. Choose from four styles, in three different colors, and make
travel for the holidays that much easier. Star Shower, $35It's time to get started on holiday decorating, but you can save money, not to mention time, by taking advantage of Amazon's Star Shower Cyber Monday discount. If you're not familiar, these brilliant little gadgets use lasers to project red and green lights onto the front of your house, giving the look of the holiday spirit without the hassle of hang up outdoor light. We've seen a few
deals lately on these things, but this is the original, as-seen-on-TV Star Shower that started the trend last year, now marked down to an all-time low of $35 for Cyber Monday.G/O Media can get a commission $351449 bought by readers5 Pounds Haribo Gold Bears, $10Nobody, I repeat, no one will be upset to get a five pound bag of Haribo Gold Bears for the holidays. You don't even have to tell them that it only cost you $10.G/O
Media can get a commission $10Soso, fear not, these are not the sugar-free ones that famously do terrible things to you body. Although it would be a great gift to your enemies. Up to 40% off hair tools, razors and MoreWaterpik, Philips Sonicare, Clarisonic Mia and many more of the best selling care products are marked, only today. Take care of your teeth, hair and face with any grooming tool you could think of at a discounted price.
Plus, Subscribe &amp; Save beats a few of these products even lower.$6 Off Razor Blade Refills If your razor choice is a Gillette or Venus, Amazon's shaving $6 off dozens or cartridge refill packs, for a limited time. Just find the one that fits your handle and you'll see the discount automatically at checkout. You can also save a little more by using Subscribe &amp; Save, even if the coupon only counts towards your first delivery. Philips
Norelco OneBlade, $30The Philips Norelco OneBlade is the most exciting new shaving product of the year, and Amazon's is offering one of the first discounts ever on it today, with the option to get it with a free ticket to Doctor Strange.Easier, faster, cheaper, rechargeable, washable. Read moreShane has been using this for months and wrote about it on Lifehacker Gear: I'm pretty blown away by Philips OneBlade. I was expecting a
deconstructed electric razor or a souped up Gillette Power-style situation, but OneBlade is more like the next development of beard trimmers. OneBlade can be used to get a close shave, edge or trim down to your preferred length. It is also washable and rechargeable, and the interchangeable blades, which last about four months, are already available on Subscribe and Save.The OneBlade can be used in the shower or over the sink,
with or without shaving cream or oil. To be clear, this isn't going to give you a straight razor-close shave, but it's going to get you 99.5% of the way there in no time and without irritation. The OneBlade has sold for $35 almost exclusively since launch, so $5 qualifies as a solid discount on what would make a great gift. G/O Media can get a commission $3523314 purchased by readersUp for 50% off Athletic ShoesEvery person should
have a good pair of sneakers in their closet that can actually work during sporting activities. If you haven't gotten around to getting an actual pair of athletic shoes, Amazon's atheltic shoes Gold Box can help. Styles from Adidas, Mizuno, ASICS, and more are marked down, but this won't last as long as your sneakers. It is Only. Instant Pot IP-LUX50 6-in-1 Programmable Pressure Cooker, 5Qt, $49The 5Qt version of your favorite
pressure cooker is only $49 today, putting it squarely in impulse buying range. G/O Media can get a commission Pressure cookers are amazing kitchen utensils and if you haven't worked with one since your... Read moreUpdate: The 6-quart DUO60 (which includes more cooking modes than the LUX series) is back down to an all-time low of $69.G/O Media can get a commission $6918892 bought by readersIf you're worried about,
that you won't get a ton of use out of this thing, note that in addition to standard pressure cooking, this is also our readers' favorite slow cooker, and one of their favorite rice cookers too. To put a fine point on it: It's one of the most versatile kitchen gadgets you can own. Having had some time to stew it over, it seems that our readers' favorite slow cooker is not... Read moreThere were a host of nominations in this week's hunt for the
best rice cooker, but two stood out... Read moreFoodSaver FM2000, $54We've all had to throw leftovers or cuts of meat and cheese that spent a little too much time in the fridge or freezer, but vacuum sealing your foods can keep them safe from freezer burning pretty much indefinitely, and dramatically extend their shelf life everywhere else. It sounds like an expensive proposition, but today, Amazon sells this well-reviewed FoodSaver
Starter Kit for an all-time low $54, complete with everything you need to get started. Of course, you can use this to store meat in the freezer for a long time, but it can also keep cheese from molding, lettuce from withering, or cookies from going out of date, just for starters. Think about how much food you throw away and you get a sense of how quickly this purchase could pay for itself. G/O Media can get a commission $851695
purchased by readersRubbermaid Easy Find Lid Food Storage Set, 42 Piece, $9If you've ever spent more than 5 seconds sorting through your mismatched food containers to find the right lid, it's time to throw them all out and upgrade to the uber-popular Rubbermaid Easy Find Lid system. It is 420,000 pieces rubbermaid.Read more These containers come in six different sizes, and yet you only have to deal with three different lids,
making it much easier to find the right one. The 42 piece set is on sale for a ridiculously low $9 today in the Amazon Gold Box. That's $7 less than usual, and an all-time low. Catch? It is now listed as an add-on item, so you will need to buy it as part of a $25 order. Fortunately, there are a few other bargains today. G/O Media can get a commission $913086 bought by readersBlendtec is the brand that brought you the viral Will It Blend
videos, and yes, their blenders are really good. If you've had one on your wish list, you can grab a one day for $238 as part of Amazon's Cyber Monday event. That's a whopping $80-$ less than usual, $22 less than it was on Prime Day, and the best price we've ever seen at a new Blendtec.G/O Media Media Get a commission $238If you got yourself a new iPad Pro this holiday season (15% off at checkout from Target), Amazon's
offers one of the first real discounts we've ever seen on Pencil, which is actually a really big pen according to my artistic friends. G/O Media can get a commission $90Apple MacBook 256GB, $1150 | 512GB, $1400If you've had your eyes glued to Apple's amazing 12 MacBook, the 256GB model is $150 off today on the B&amp;H, and the 512GB version (which also includes a faster processor) is $200 off on Amazon. These are the
best prices we've seen on the 2016 version of this computer, so there's never been a better chance of making your friends and colleagues jealous. G/O Media can get a commission The new MacBook is a marvel of engineering. It is beautiful, and far more functional than a... Read moreCyberPower CP1500PFCLCD UPS, $130Th day only for Cyber Monday, Amazon is offering up this 900 watt/1500-volt CyberPower UPS for only
$130, or about $60-$75 less than its usual price. If you use a desktop computer, this will of course keep your machine running without interruption in the event of a power failure, which means you won't lose any unsaved work. But even if you only use laptops and mobile devices at home, this can still run lights, your router and modem, or even a TV until the power turns on again. Just note that this is a Gold Box deal, which means that
this price is only available today or until sold out. G/O Media can get a commission $130Jurassic Park Collection, $20Shopping for a Jurassic Park fan (yourself) this holiday season? For the first time, all four films - including Jurassic World in 2015 - are down to just $20 in one stunning Blu-ray set. G/O Media can get a commission $201213 bought by readers15% off your entire orderBen's sure is exciting: Target's celebrating Cyber
Monday by taking a flat 15% discount on almost everything they sell (exclusions here). Plus, REDCard credit and debit card holders can save an extra 5%. Obviously there is no shortage of bargains to be had here and we will be sifting through the best during the day, but let us know what you found in the comments! Amazon seems to be price matching a lot of big ticket items, including Fitbits, game consoles, and Nest products, and
we expect them to add more during the day. Stay tuned to Kinja Deals on Twitter for the latest updates. Tile is the ultimate gift for your friend who can't stop losing his stuff, and the 4-pack is marked down to $59 on Amazon today, an all-time low, and $11 less than usual. Update: The 1-pack is also on sale now for $21, down from $25.G/O Media can get a commission $182,758 bought by readersIf you're not familiar, you just attach
these things to your keychain, keep them in your wallet, keep them in your car, tie them to your luggage... everything you often publisher, and the Tile app on your phone can ping them via Bluetooth and get them beep until you find what you are looking for. And if your lost item is outside your Bluetooth area, it automatically appears on a map every time another Tile user comes within range. G/O Media can get a commission $692093
purchased by readersVizio 38 5.1 Sound Bar, $212 | Vizio 40 5.1 Sound Bar, $297Vizio's 5.1 channel sound line systems are the simplest way to add surround sound to any home theater setup, and both 38 and 40 models are back on sale for Cyber Monday.So, you've decided to upgrade your home theater sound to surround sound. You could research ... Read moreWe saw better deals over the summer on the 38 model, but this is
the first significant discount we've seen in months. 40 model, in addition to being, you know, 2 longer, also includes HDMI audio input and metal accents, and $297 is the lowest it's been since last Black Friday.G/O Media can get a commission $2121712 bought by readersG/O Media can get a commission $2971011 purchased by readersAnova 900W Wi-Precision Fi Cooker, $127 Ready to experience meat in a whole new way? You
can download the latest Wi-Fi version of Anova's best-selling Sous Vide immersion circulator for $127, an all-time low of over $20. Sous Vide equipment can run you $400 or more, but not Anova. Lifehacker has a great explainer on... Read moreLifehacker has a great explanation for Sous-Vide cooking for you to check out, but the basic idea is that you seal the food in plastic bags, and then boil it in precisely heated water over an
extended period of time. It sounds weird, but trust me when I say it works like magic. Dry turkey and overcooked steaks don't have to be a staple in your holiday dinners or homemade... Read moreThe older Bluetooth model was on sale for just $99 on Black Friday (it's still only $110), but the Wi-Fi model should warm up your water a little faster (900W element vs 800W), and since it connects via Wi-Fi, you can turn it on before you
leave work and have a perfectly heated water bath waiting for you at home. G/O Media can get a commission $1995232 purchased by readersHoover Power Scrub Deluxe Carpet Cleaner, $80If you're tired of renting carpet washers every time you spot a new spot, you can buy your own for only $80. The Hoover Power Scrub Deluxe has a squeaky-clean 4.4 star review average from nearly 7,000 customers, and this all-time low price is
actually $16 less than a Gold Box deal from October.G/O Media can get a commission $1992295 bought by readersBlue Yeti USB microphone, Blackout Edition, $90Why you want to start a podcast, or just want your Skype calls to sound better, the blue Yeti is one of the most popular mid-range USB microphones you can buy. A large microphone can make all the difference between being heard or being fuzzy and muffled when...
Read moreIf you missed Amazon's $90 Gold Box deal earlier this week, you've got another chance today, this time on the murdered-out Blackout edition, which wasn't actually included in said Gold Box.G/O Media can get a commission$ don't need a farm, or even any gardening skills to grow your own food on at All you need is Miracle-Gro's Aerogarden line. These fully integrated, soil-free indoor gardens can grow herbs, vegetables
and lettuce greens up to five times faster than regular soil, and you can choose from three bargains today. G/O Media can get a commissionG/O Media can get a commission $100The Bouqs is probably the best place to use when sending flowers right now. The bouquets are unique and the blooms are harvested from the side of a freakin' volcano.. And right now, take $10 off $50 orders with the code SAVE10, $15 off $60 orders with
the code SAVE15, and $20 off $80 orders with code SAVE20. I promise you will find an excuse to get one of these bouquets. Amazon Echo, $140 | Amazon Tap, $90 | Amazon Echo Dot, $40The new Amazon Echo Dot is a brilliant little smart home assistant that you can hide in every corner of your home, and Amazon takes $10 off the base price for Black Friday. If you're struggling to think of a gift idea for everyone on your shopping
list, this is sure to be a hit with almost everyone. Amazon is making a new version of the Echo Dot, its Alexa-enabled mini-speaker. The biggest news... Read moreG/O Media can get a commission $4024219 bought by readersAnd if you held out for the full size Amazon Echo, complete with its booming speaker, it's $40 off again right now while deliveries last. In addition to being a pretty solid Bluetooth speaker, the Echo can control
the weather, turn on the light, read the news, trigger custom IFTTTT recipes, order food, and-my personal favorite-read you Jeopardy questions like a robot Alex Trebek.G/O Media can get a commission $1407158 bought by readersBacon-powered Amazon Tap is also $40 off, but it doesn't have the always-on microphone of its connected-in sibling. So unless you really want to take Alexa on the road, you should probably skip it and
get one of the other two. G/O Media may get a commission $90The 7 Fire Tablet blew Black Friday 2015 wide open at a mere $35, but Amazon's upping the ante this year with an even lower $33 offer. It should be self-evident that this is not a great tablet in any way. But it is a perfectly usable portable video screen, contains a microSD card slot for extended storage, and even boasts a few (pretty bad) cameras! In short, it's all the
tablet most people need and it's never been cheaper. G/O Media can get a commission $3314358 purchased by readersG/O Media can get a commissionIf you need a little more out of your tablet, the all-new Fire HD 8 is $30 off today, bringing it down to $60. Compared to $33 Fire, the HD 8 boasts a bigger, sharper display, louder speakers, faster Wi-Fi and significantly more battery life. G/O Media can get a commission $601343
purchased by readersG/O Media can get a commissionAmazon's Fire TV is one of the only streaming boxes that can push out 4K content and you can save $15 on your day. We decided not to mess with what works, says Amazon device Peter Larsen. That is why, therefore, moreG/O Media can get a commission $751548 bought by readersG/O Media can get a commission $115G/O Media can get a commission $85Not need 4K?
The newly revamped Fire TV Stick is $10 off as well. This new model has a quad core processor, and includes a voice remote as standard, giving you full access to Alexa from the comfort of your sofa. When people ask me what streaming device to buy, my first reaction is always to say, just get one... Read moreG/O Media can get a commission $3013,760 bought by readersWhile not nearly as good as the Prime-only deals we saw
last month, if you're in the market for a Kindle e-reader this holiday season, you can save $20-$30 today on three different models. G/O Media can get a commission1229 purchased by readersG/O Media can get a commission $1007850 purchased by readersG/O Media can get a commission238 purchased by readersThe $50 price point on the entry-level model brings it into impulse range, but just remember that it doesn't include a
backlight. The $170 Voyage is really nice and I own one myself, but it's probably not worth the $70 price premium over the excellent Paperwhite.The Kindle Paperwhite just updated to a higher resolution screen for the same $120 price. I... Read more For the last week, I've read out a Kindle e-reader that somehow costs twice as much as Read MoreIf you don't mind buying a refurb (and since it includes a full warranty, you shouldn't),
you can also choose a Voyage for $120, the same price as a non-discounted Paperwhite.G/O Media can get a commission $1201738 purchased by readersTP-Link Archer C7, $70Update: Now $76, which is still a solid price. Eero's mesh routers were the standout networking deal of Black Friday, but they are probably overkill if you live in a relatively small apartment or home. The Wirecutter-recommended TP-Link Archer C7 itself is
one of the best traditional routers you can get and it will only cost you $70 today. If you have a friend or family member who is plagued by terrible Wi-Fi, this will be their favorite gift of the year. G/O Media can get a commissionKERO Nomad Lightning Cable, $13The best Lightning cable is the one you always have with you, and for only $13, it can be KERO's Nomad keychain cable. These are perfect for use with portable battery packs
when you're out and about, and they make great stocking stuffers for iOS users as well. G/O Media can get a commission $13G/O Media can get a commission $13SONOS PLAY: 1, $149SONOS speakers go on sale maybe a few times a year, but even then, a full 25% discount on PLAY: 1 is unheard of. The PLAY:1 is the smallest member of the SONOS family, but it still sounds great, and you can even connect two of them as a
stereo pair. G/O Media can get a commission $1492804 purchased by readersG/O Media can get a commission $1491370 purchased by readersSonos making some of our favorite wireless music products of all time. The problem has always been... Read moreKrot, | Chromecast Chromecast $25If you still have any TV without a Chromecast attached, Google's official eBay store will sell you one for a $10 discount today (also available
on Chromecast Audio). Plus, Google will throw in 90 days of unlimited Google Play music, 75% off a movie rental of your choice, and even three months of HBO Now (new users only) for free. Anker Black Friday Promo CodesAnker makes your favorite battery packs, charging cables, Bluetooth speakers, and more, and just about everything they sell has a special Black Friday promo code available right now. Readers have purchased
more than 10 million products through links on our network since 2012, and ... Read moreItems are organized by category over on this post, just make sure you notice promo codes, and remember that you can only use one promo code per order on Amazon, so if you want more items you will need to buy them separately. Anker makes your favorite battery packs, charging cables, Bluetooth speakers and more, and... Read
moreSanDisk Ultra Fit 128GB USB 3.0 Flash Drive, $23This is about as small as a flash drive can possibly get, and yet it can hold 128GB of data for just $23. I can't believe I paid Apple an extra $100 for that amount of storage on my iPhone.With the convenience of cloud storage, USB flash drives may seem like old news, but the best thing is... Read moreG/O Media can get a commission $235,658 bought by readersGoogle Home,
$99Google Home is the smart speaker that Google devotees have been clamoring for, and it's already down to $99 (from $129) for Black Friday. For context, it's cheaper than we've ever seen the Amazon Echo, even refurbished. It's late, I just put the Google Home voice assistant in and I've got a fridge full of... Read moreWowWee COJI Coding Robot, $37If you have any kids on your holiday shopping list, I can't imagine a cooler gift
than the WowWee COJI coding robot. This is a small tabletop robot that children can program using interactive code blocks from an iOS or Android device, allowing it to move around, change expression, and gesture with its arms on command. $37 seems way too cheap for what it is, but that's all you have to pay today. G/O Media can get a commission $251108 bought by readersRachio brought home sprinkler systems in smartphone
age, and both their 8 and 16-zone systems come with free $50 Amazon gift cards today for Black Friday.These controllers can automatically adjust watering schedules based on the weather, and if you want to keep track of it, its iOS and Android app will show you how much water you use (and saving), and allow you to make any adjustments needed wherever you are in the world. They even work with Alexa, so you can water your
lawn with nothing but your voice. All these smarts mean that IRO can save you over 50% on your outdoor water consumption, so it has to pay for itself over time. It's also EPA Certified, which means that your local water company can offer you a discount to buy it. G/O Media can have a one Media can get a commission When it comes to smartphone dash mounts, magnetic solutions have dominated sales charts over the last year or
so. But if you don't want to prevent a vent, or use a case with your phone, one these deals can bring you back into the suction cup camp. G/O Media can get a commission $1513544 bought by readersFirst up, iOttie's One Touch 2 universal dash mount is marked down to $15, within a few bucks of an all-time low. The original One Touch won a Kinja Co-op a few years ago, and the sequel added a longer telescopic arm as well as a
larger cradle to today's skateboard phones. G/O Media can get a commission $41And if you've got $41 to over, and hate connecting and disconnecting a power cord every time you get in the car, iOttie One Touch Wireless is also marked down to an all-time low price today. This thing is basically just a One Touch 2, but with a Qi charger built in for hassle-free charging. It's no use to iPhone owners, but if you own a modern Android
phone, I'd say it's worth the price premium. Although iOttie is best known for its suction cup-based mounts, this deal also includes a CD slot and vent mounting discounts if it's more your style. G/O Media can get a commission $152204 purchased by readersG/O Media can get a commission $152,077 purchased by readersLifeStraw Personal Water Filter, $14LifeStraws are great stocking stuffers for outdoorsmen in your life and they
are marked down to just $14 each on Amazon today, matching an all-time low. If you are not familiar, these allow you to sip directly from virtually any source of fresh water you find in nature while filtering out 99.9999% of waterborne bacteria. G/O Media can get a commission $1416381 purchased by readersHF3505, $62 after $10 coupon | HF3500, $60 after the $10 couponIf you still haven't upgraded your morning routine with a life-
changing wake-up light, Amazon is taking an extra $10 off several different models via clippable coupons today. Slamming the snooze button over and over is pretty much the crummiest, least relaxing way to... Read moreThere is nothing worse than an alarm clock. Philips' Wake-up Lights provide a natural and much smaller... Read moreFor starters, the high end HF3520 is down to $100, within $5 of an all-time low. This model
includes five different wake-up sounds, an FM radio, the ability to set two different alarms, and a color-changing light that accurately mimics a sunrise. If you don't want to spend quite as much, the HF3505 is also marked down to $62. Although it lacks its big brother's color-changing lights and a few wake-up sounds, it still contains a radio, and its yellow lights will still get your body ready for tomorrow. G/O Media can get a commission
$62And finally, entry-level HF3500 is on sale for $60. This one doesn't include a radio and it only beeps-no natural wake-up sounds here- but the light works just as well as the 3505, that is the most important thing. I've owned this model for a few couples and love it. G/O Media can get a commission $6014470 bought by readersAnd so it begins. On a day full of bargains, this is one of the most all-inclusive. Amazon takes 30% off
select clothes, shoes, jewelry, watches and more for Black Friday. And with the pick, they mean pretty much everything they sell. The discount is applied at checkout, so make sure you are paying attention. Imagine buying a coat or a new pair of boots, and having them show up on Monday, rather than two weeks from now. It can be a reality with Amazon Fashion, since Prime is available on most topics. You voted Indochino your
favorite custom clothing company by a wide margin, and this week you can dress yourself in one of their premium suits for just $350. Use promo code KINJA. You do not need to go through the measurement and customization process to unlock this discount. You can checkout now and submit later, making it very easy to gift a suit. Our previous $375 deal for these suits was our most popular exclusive ever and most requested to have
made a return. Move on to this post for the rest of the details of this agreement. You voted Indochino your favorite custom clothing company by a wide margin, and this week you can... Read more $10 off any $25 physical book order, promo code HOLIDAYBOOKCategory-wide sales on Amazon are few and far between, and this is one of the most far-reaching discounts they've ever offered: Promo code HOLIDAYBOOK will take $10
off any $25 physical book order shipped and sold by Amazon directly. Unfortunately, this deal excludes Kindle titles and audiobooks, but if there are any commemorative coffee table-type books or collector's editions that you've been eyeing, this is likely to be the best deal you'll see this holiday season. Just choose carefully; You can only use the code once per account. We've compiled a few suggestions to get you started, but again,
this works on any physical book Amazon sells, so you shouldn't have any trouble finding a use for it. Let us know in the comments what you got! Category-wide sales on Amazon are few and far between, and this is one of the most far-reaching... Read moreStoragePowerAudioHome TheaterTV's (largest to smallest)Computers &amp; AccessoriesAcer Chromebook13 CB5-311-T9B0 (13.3 Full HD, NVIDIA Tegra K1, 2GB) | dkk|
AmazonAcer Aspire Desktop, AMD A10-7800, 12GB DDR3, 2TB HDD, Windows 10 Home, ATC-280-UR11 | dkk| AmazonAcer Aspire ATC-710-UR62 Desktop (Intel Core i5-6400 2.7GHz, 16GB DDR3, 96GB SSD, 2TB HDD, Windows 10 Home) | dkk| AmazonUp to 50% Off Select NETGEAR Products | AmazonHP 22er 21.5-inch LED Backlit Monitor | dkk| AmazonAcer G226HQL 21.5-screen LED display | dkk| AmazonAcer
K242HYL Bid for 23.8 IPS Full HD (1920 x 1080) | dkk| AmazonSamsung CF591 Series Curved 27-inch FHD | dkk| AmazonLogitech Mk360 wireless combo | dkk| AmazonLogitech MK750 Wireless Solar Keyboard and Marathon Mouse Combo | dkk| AmazonLogitech Wireless Combo MK345 with full keyboard Mouse | dkk| AmazonLogitech Wireless Solar Desktop Keyboard K750 for Mac - Silver | dkk| AmazonASUS SDRW-08D2S-U
LITE Externally Slim 8X DVD-RW Mac Compatible Optical Drive | dkk| AmazonMicrosoft Surface Book | dkk| MicrosoftSurface Pro 4 i5 256GB + Black Type Cover Bundle | dkk| MicrosoftAcer Chromebook 14, Intel, 4GB, 32GB, | dkk| AmazonEero Router 1-pack | dkk| AmazonEero Router 2-pack | dkk| AmazonEero Router 3-pack | dkk| AmazonNETGEAR - Nighthawk AC1900 Dual-Band Wi-Fi Router | dkk| AmazonNETGEAR -
Nighthawk X8 AC5300 Tri-Band Quad Stream Wi-Fi Router | dkk| AmazonTP-Link Archer C9 Wireless Dual Band Gigabit Router | dkk| AmazonCanon PIXMA MX922 WiFi Inkjet All-In-One Printer + Corel PaintShop Pro X8 Bundle | dkk| AmazonHP - 17.3 laptop - Intel Core i5 - 4GB memory - 1TB hard drive | dkk| Best BuyAlienware 15 Touch Signature Edition Gaming Laptop | dkk| MicrosoftMicrosoft Surface Pro 4 - 128GB, Core i5 |
dkk| MicrosoftMicrosoft Surface Dock | dkk| AmazonPC PartsMobile DevicesWearablesPhotographyKitchenTools &amp; AutoFitnessCamping &amp; OutdoorsColeman Classic Propane Stove | dkk| AmazonPeripheralsPCPlayStation 4Xbox OneWii UToysMovies &amp; TVBooksCommerce Content is independent of editorial and advertising, and if you buy something through our post, we can get a small share of sales. Click here to
learn more and don't forget to sign up for our email newsletter. We want your feedback. Feedback.
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